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Setting the stage

• LIBOR Background:  Reasons for and Timeline of Phase-out

• Transitioning to Alternative Reference Rates:

o Avoid “Value Transfers”

o LIBOR to SOFR, or Other RFRs (Risk Free Rates)

o “Multi-Rate” Future? – Credit Sensitive Rates

• Practical Considerations: Conventions; Technical & Operational Matters

• Documentation Concerns:  Inadequate Legacy Contracts; Alternative Rate Structures

o Impact on Derivatives Documentation:  ISDA Fallbacks Protocol & Supplement

o Impact on Syndicated Credit Agreements:  “Amendment” & “Hardwired” Approaches

• Selected Issues; Final Words
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LIBOR Background

• LIBOR – “the world’s most important number” – interest rate high-credit quality banks 

charge one another for short-term, unsecured inter-bank financing

• Began late 1960s; expanded to derivatives 1980s; now benchmark floating rates for almost 

$400 trillion of corp. loans, municipal bonds, mortgages, student loans, credit cards, 

securitizations and derivatives – over $200 trillion denominated in USD.  Current 

administrator, ICE Benchmark Administration (IBA), notes LIBOR also

“used as a gauge of market expectation regarding central bank interest rates, liquidity 

premiums in the money markets and, during periods of stress, as an indicator of the 

health of the banking system”

• But, two major LIBOR flaws emerged with the financial crisis and subsequent investigations

o They explain why global regulators insist LIBOR go away, quickly
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LIBOR Background (cont’d.)
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• LIBOR is inherently subject to manipulation – “Bid Rigging” scandal

o Rate determined from bids submitted by panel banks

o Reporters / investigators uncovered considerable evidence LIBOR being rigged to
(i) benefit panel banks’ trading positions or 

(ii)  artificially lower borrowing costs and thereby minimize fears over the banks’ 

creditworthiness

o Then CFTC Commissioner (now ISDA CEO) Scott O’Malia asked:

• “If bank credit is such a problem right now and they’re not lending, how is

[LIBOR] remaining so low?”

• Noted that in 2008, CFTC couldn’t explain how “bank lending could remain totally 

stable and at low rates while the crisis was going on”



LIBOR Background (cont’d.)

• Second Flaw:  Small, Diminishing Transaction Volumes

o Investigators found rates set on the basis of an exceedingly small and diminishing 

number of actual interbank transactions

• Extremely challenging – panel banks were expected to submit quotations for rates on 

150 different currency/tenor combinations

• 2019, Meredith Coffey, Exec. VP of LSTA, noted that for USD LIBOR, $200 trillion of 

contracts priced daily.  About $4 trillion for syndicated credit facilities.  But, only “$500 

Million of daily 3 month LIBOR trading….It’s not stable.  There isn’t going to be 

more interbank LIBOR-based lending”

• Regulators agree:  FCA’s Andrew Bailey (2017) – “[Regulators] reset LIBOR after the 

crisis.  The assumption behind that resetting was that transactions in bank 

funding would re-emerge – but they haven’t”
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Transitioning to Alternative Reference Rates 

Transition for USD LIBOR

• Objective – move to robust alternative reference rates while avoiding “value transfers”

• Number of potential replacement rates, breaking down into (i) some form of SOFR (a risk-free overnight 

rate based on Treasury repos) or (ii) Credit Sensitive Rates (CSRs, or rates calculated based on bank 

funding components like bank deposits, CD, CP and bank bonds) – LSTA’s Coffey, June 30, 2021

• ISDA tasked by Financial Stability Board to work on robust fallback provisions for derivatives

• ARRC, group of private-market participants convened by Fed in 2014 to guide cash markets toward 

alternatives rates to USD LIBOR that would be robust and IOSCO compliant

o SOFR (Secured Overnight Financing Rate) now recommended RFR for USD LIBOR

▪ Unlike LIBOR, SOFR is (i) overnight, not forward-looking term rate and (ii) based on secured 

transactions (est. $1 trillion a day) so does not include credit risk

▪ As RFR, may perform differently from LIBOR in time of market stress

▪ ARRC, ISDA, LSTA recommend SOFR, and new/pending legislation assumes SOFR
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Transitioning to Alternative Reference Rates (cont’d.)

o Other alternatives – Credit Sensitive Rates:  e.g., BSBY, Ameribor, ICE Bank Yield Index, IHS Markit 

(all of which incorporate credit spread)

▪ Consider also AXI’s “across-the-curve” credit spread indexes

▪ Regulatory concern – avoid repeat of inherent flaw of LIBOR, where “inverted pyramid” resulted 

from huge volume of transactions priced off too few underlying transactions

• Randal Quarles, Vice Chair of Fed (5 Oct. 2021):  

▪ Reviewing year-end cessation of new LIBOR lending now “one of the highest priorities” 

of Fed’s bank supervisors

▪ Fed, OCC, FDIC not endorsing SOFR or any other specific replacement rate for loans

▪ Banks free to choose alternative rate based on funding model and customer needs –

e.g., regional banks vs. money center banks

▪ But, if choose rate other than SOFR, ensure (i) understand how the rate is constructed 

and its “fragilities” and (ii) that include strong fallback provisions
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Transitioning to Alternative Reference Rates (cont’d.)

• Update on Timing

o Definitively Scheduled:  March 5, 2021 FCA and IBA announced future cessation or loss of 

representativeness of all 35 LIBOR settings on:  

▪ Dec. 31, 2021 for all 5 major currencies – all GBP, Yen, Swiss Franc and Euro tenors; but only 

1 week and 2 mos. USD tenors

▪ June 30, 2023 for all remaining USD LIBOR tenors

o ISDA:  Announcement was an “index cessation event” under ISDA’s IBOR Fallbacks Supplement 

and the ISDA 2020 IBOR Fallbacks Protocol for all 35 LIBOR settings. As a result, the fallback 

spread adjustment is fixed as of March 5, 2021 for all sterling, yen, euro, Swiss franc, and US 

dollar LIBOR settings

o U.S. Banking supervisors:  “Stop new USD LIBOR issuances by the end of 2021”

• “These statements are definitive.  Some may speculate that the June 2023 date could be 

pushed back….There is no scenario in which a panel-based USD LIBOR will continue 

past June 2023.”  R. Quarles, FRB Vice Chair Supervision
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Transitioning to Alternative Reference Rates (cont’d.)

o Note:  Possibility of intervening announcement of non-representativeness

o Economic Risk:  What if LIBOR in fact economically non-representative but no official announcement?

▪ How quickly will liquidity/trading & thus pricing move away from USD LIBOR?  Factors: (i) successful 

CCH switch Oct. 2020; (ii) successful “SOFR First” initiative for quoting inter-dealer USD swaps –

looking for “critical mass”; (iii) ARRC has recommended forward-looking Term SOFR; (ii) growing 

numbers of new SOFR loan and securities issuances?

o Key Issues under Supervisory Guidance – continuing permitted uses of USD LIBOR after 2021?

▪ Market making activities

▪ Transactions that reduce a bank’s or its customer’s LIBOR exposures

▪ Novations

▪ Technical:  Participation in clearinghouse auctions upon member default
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Transitioning to Alternative Reference Rates (cont’d.)

o Key issue:  What is a “new contract” that will not be permitted to reference LIBOR post-12/31/21?  One 

that (i) increases a LIBOR exposure or (ii) extends the maturity of a LIBOR obligation

▪ Creates a number of questions, particularly in cash markets regarding, e.g., 

• Committed facilities committed/agreed by 12/31/21 but not drawn until post-2021?

• Trading of LIBOR loans post-2021?

• Accordions?

• Automatic Renewals?

• Uncommitted facilities?

Takeaway:  When in doubt, consult your banking supervisor

See recent Fed guidance in Supervision and Regulation Letter 21-12, Nov. 19, 2021, and related 

FAQs; excellent LSTA, “The Fed Speaks…On Libor Transition”, Nov. 29, 2021
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Practical Considerations:
Conventions; Technical & Operational Matters

Comparing Term-based LIBOR to Daily SOFR

• Practical, operational issues may arise whenever LIBOR-based swap or loan will “fall back” to daily 

SOFR – sufficient time to run calculations in advance of payments?  Projections more difficult

• Therefore, issues exist under most fallback waterfalls

o Term SOFR most closely approximates USD LIBOR and is, therefore, first choice in ARRC and 

LSTA waterfalls – but be prepared if not timely available (e.g., CME licensing required of 

lender/investor if calculating interest; need sufficient market liquidity)

▪ ARRC Timeline – after initial uncertainty, ARRC formally recommended CME Term SOFR July 

29, 2021

▪ Will sufficient Term SOFR liquidity take longer to develop?

o If Term SOFR not available, fallback to Daily SOFR

o “Future proofing” – language should contemplate future unavailability of initial fallbacks

o “Reset”?  Different ISDA and LSTA approaches?
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Practical Considerations:
Conventions; Technical & Operational Matters (cont’d.)

• LIBOR rates known at outset of interest period, but daily SOFR is calculated “in arrears”

o LIBOR term rates – calculations familiar, rates easy to apply

o Contrast basic daily “in arrears” structures, whether simple or compounded SOFR –

calculations involve application of many different rates

• Compound v. Simple Interest

o Issue doesn’t arise under Term rate structures – straightforward math:   rate x no. days

o Daily simple SOFR – rate is sourced daily and multiplied by principal/notional

o Compounded SOFR – alternative approaches

▪ Compound the balance – ARRC recommends for loans

▪ Compound the rate – ISDA’s approach for swaps
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Practical Considerations:
Conventions; Technical & Operational Matters (cont’d.)

• Lookbacks / Lockouts / Payment Delays

o ARRC recommends “business day lookback with no observation shift” for loans 

o See ARRC’s “Technical Appendices” – Examples of Lookback and other calculations

• Holiday and Weekend Conventions

o LIBOR relatively straightforward with compounding in effect built in – note month-end

o SOFR is published on all government securities market “business days” (BDs)

▪ Simple interest – for daily rates, use simple daily SOFR, with preceding BD rate for 

holidays and weekends

▪ Compound interest – daily compounding based on BDs, where preceding BD rate applied 

over weekends and holidays
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Practical Considerations:
Conventions; Technical & Operational Matters (cont’d.)

• Daycount convention

• Business Day convention

• Rounding

• Floors

• Compensation for Losses

o ISDA early termination calculations address, whether based on loss, market quotations or 

other data or information

o LIBOR-based loans are “cost plus”, expressly compensating for “breakage” when requested 

loans not borrowed or repayments are made prior to end of interest periods

▪ Open issue – breakage and compensation appropriate for daily SOFR?
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Documentation Concerns

• Risk:  Continuity of contract concerns with inadequate existing, or “legacy”, documentation

o Typical “unavailability” provisions apply only to temporary suspensions or unavailability of LIBOR –

do not contemplate permanent cessation or indefinite unavailability

o Risk:  Courts reluctant to ignore clear contractual wording or to assume burden of fashioning 

equitable relief or taking other drastic remedial action – e.g., “reforming” agreement by amending to 

include alternative rate provisions

o Danger, where LIBOR not published and reference banks not providing quotes, court might either (i) 

apply temporary unavailability provisions to permanent LIBOR cessation and thus (a) freeze relevant 

rate at last LIBOR quote or (b) apply fallback Prime or Alternative Base Rate (ARRC:  ABR on 

average 300 bps higher than 3 mos. LIBOR); or (ii) as a last resort, find agreement unenforceable

• Solution:  ARRC, ISDA and LSTA (and LMA) amended respective standard documentation for products 

referencing key IBORs –

o incorporate fallback rates and spread adjustments to apply upon USD LIBOR’s permanent cessation

and if it becomes economically ‘non-representative’
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Impact on Derivatives Documentation

• ISDA Fallbacks Protocol & Supplement

o Oct. 23, 2020, ISDA released (i) ISDA 2020 IBOR Fallbacks Protocol and (ii) Supplement to 

2006 ISDA Definitions – changes became effective January 25, 2021

▪ Note:  ISDA Protocol remains open – not too late to adhere

o Supplement amends 2006 ISDA Definitions w/r/t new contracts only

▪ Does not amend other ISDA Definitions; so reference in new contracts

o Protocol efficiently amends both

▪ existing, “legacy” contracts

▪ new (and legacy) contracts incorporating rates from (i) 2000 ISDA Definitions, (ii) 1991 

ISDA Definitions, (iii) 1998 Supplement to 1991 ISDA Definitions, (iv) 1998 ISDA Euro 

Definitions
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Impact on Derivatives Documentation (cont’d.)

• Key Features of ISDA Fallbacks Protocol & Supplement

o Adding / Building in Fallback language specifying (i) trigger events for transition to replacement 

rate, (ii) applicable replacement rate and (iii) spread adjustments to align replacement rate with 

benchmark being replaced

(i) Triggers – announcement of 

▪ Permanent cessation by

• Administrator of USD LIBOR – i.e., ICE Benchmark Association

• Regulator or other official w/r/t Administrator

▪ Non-representativeness statement by such Regulator or official
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(ii) Replacement Reference Rates

• Term-adjusted Compounded Daily SOFR in arrears

▪ Contrast: ARRC recommends Simple Daily SOFR

• “Future proofed”

(iii) Spread Adjustments

▪ Historical median, over 5-year lookback period, of difference between LIBOR for relevant 

tenor and corresponding compounded SOFR

▪ Tenor-based

▪ Future proofed

▪ Fixed, or “static”, as of date of relevant trigger announcement

Note:  ISDA/ARRC spread adjustments only apply to legacy, pre-2022 transactions
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Impact on Syndicated Credit Agreements

• LSTA (and LMA) amended standard documentation for relevant products referencing key IBORs 

to now include fallback rates that apply upon permanent cessation and if LIBOR becomes ‘non-

representative’

• LSTA Documentation:

o Drafts of “Concept Credit Agreements” for SOFR-based loans – vary depending on how daily 

SOFR-based payments calculated, e.g., compound v. simple, compound the rate v. compound 

the balance

o Amendment Form for incorporating fallback provisions into legacy agreements

▪ Relies heavily on generic language rather than section by section changes

o Notice of Conforming Changes

• ARRC Recommendations

o Amendment Approach

o Hardwired Approach
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Impact on Syndicated Credit Agreements (cont’d.)

• ARRC Recommendations – Syndicated Loans

o “Amendment Approach” to incorporating fallback provisions into syndicated loans

▪ Does not prescribe successor rate or spread adjustment; establishes “streamlined process” for 

negotiating in future

• When published April 2019, considerable uncertainty as to final trigger events, 

replacement rates, spread adjustments – so provision postpones decisions

• Although included in original ARRC Recommendations, Amendment Approach is not 

included in most recent versions, i.e., June 30, 2020 and March 25, 2021

• Approach continues to be relevant as it has been adopted in many syndicated credit 

agreements – earliest versions looked to future “market conventions”, now tend to 

incorporate ARRC recommendations

• Many major lenders and some borrowers insisted on own preferred language
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Impact on Syndicated Credit Agreements (cont’d.)

o Key Elements of “Amendment Approach”

▪ Decision to replace LIBOR due to Benchmark Transition event is made by Administrative 

Agent and Borrower, then subject to five BD “negative consent” – or objection right – of 

Required Lenders

• “Benchmark Replacement Event”

▪ Cessation – announcement by LIBOR administrator or its regulator that LIBOR has 

ceased or will cease permanently/indefinitely

▪ Pre-cessation – announce. by such regulator LIBOR “no longer representative”

▪ Alternative Early Opt-in Election – to encourage movement away from LIBOR while it 

continues to be published, Admin. Agent or Required Lenders may give notice exercising 

Early Opt-in Election, if syndicated credit facilities are being executed replacing LIBOR – but

implementation still subject to Borrower’s agreement

• Not triggered merely by inclusion of fallback provisions

• Under Amendment Approach, no minimum number credit facilities specified
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Impact on Syndicated Credit Agreements (cont’d.)

o “Benchmark Replacement” – the all-in rate that replaces LIBOR

▪ Defined as sum of 

(a) alternate benchmark rate (which may include Term SOFR) plus

(b) spread adjustment, 

each as selected by Admin. Agent and Borrower “giving due consideration” to (i) 

recommendation of “Relevant Governmental Body” – here, ARRC – or (ii) evolving or then-

prevailing market convention

provided that, if sum would be less than zero, subject to zero Floor

o “Benchmark Replacement Date” – If Cessation / Pre-Cessation event, later of (i) date of 

announcement and (ii) date of actual cessation; if Non-Representativeness, date of announcement

o “Benchmark Replacement Conforming Changes” – technical, administrative, operational changes by 

Admin. Agent “substantially consistent with market practice” or “reasonably necessary”
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Impact on Syndicated Credit Agreements (cont’d.)

o Key Elements of “Hardwired Approach” – March 25, 2021, revised ARRC recommendations (original 

version, June 30, 2020)

▪ Goal:  effectively, efficiently replace benchmark without significant negotiations

• Note:  Markets could be in turmoil, legal resources severely strained

▪ Generally:  If specified trigger event has occurred (including “early opt-in”), syndicated loan 

thereafter references the “Benchmark Replacement” (including spread adjustment) and Admin. 

Agent so notifies parties, without any amendment or further action or consent

▪ More detail:  If both (I) a “Benchmark Transition Event” or “Early Opt-in Election”, as applicable, 

and (II) the related Benchmark Transition Date have occurred prior to the Reference Time in 

respect of a Benchmark setting, then (x) relevant “Benchmark Replacement” will replace such 

Benchmark for all purposes of the Agreement and all “Loan Documents”, subject to 5 BD right of 

rejection of Required Lenders if under waterfall the new benchmark rate is to be selected by 

Admin. Agent and Borrower (e.g., neither Term SOFR nor Daily Simply SOFR are available)

▪ ARRC:  Consider whether Loan Documents should include Swap Agreements
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Impact on Syndicated Credit Agreements (cont’d.)

• “Benchmark Transition Event”:

▪ Cessation – announcement by LIBOR administrator or its regulator that LIBOR has 

ceased or will cease permanently/indefinitely

▪ Pre-cessation – such regulator’s announcement LIBOR “no longer representative”

• “Benchmark Replacement” – generally:  subject to waterfall, sum of relevant 

alternative benchmark rate plus related spread adjustment
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Impact on Syndicated Credit Agreements (cont’d.)

• Waterfall :  first alternative below, for “Available Tenor”, that can be determined:

(1) sum of (a) Term SOFR and (b) related Benchmark Replacement Adjustment

(2) sum of (a) Daily Simple SOFR and (b) related Benchmark Replacement 

Adjust.

(3) sum of (a) rate selected by Admin. Agent and Borrower giving due 

consideration to recommendation of Relevant Governmental Body (ARRC) or (ii) 

evolving or then-prevailing market convention and (b) related Benchmark 

Replacement Adjust.

▪ ARRC:  For “administrative ease and hedging purposes”, each step in the waterfall 

assessed only as of first time trigger event becomes effective

▪ Loan market considering reset provisions

▪ ARRC:  Counterparties may reasonably choose to eliminate (1) or replace Daily 

Simple SOFR in (2) with a compounded rate
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Impact on Syndicated Credit Agreements (cont’d.)

• “Benchmark Replacement Adjustment” means

(1) for purposes of the Term SOFR prong in clause (1), and the Daily SOFR prong

of clause (2), of “Benchmark Replacement” definition, the first of (a) the relevant 

spread adjustment recommended by the Relevant Governmental Body (ARRC)

and (b) the relevant spread adjustment for a derivative transaction fallback under 

the ISDA Definitions 

(2) for purposes of clause (3) of the “Benchmark Replacement” definition, where 

replacement rate determined by Admin. Agent and Borrower, the relevant spread 

adjustment selected by Admin. Agent and Borrower giving due consideration to 

recommendation of Relevant Governmental Body (ARRC) or (ii) evolving or 

then-prevailing market convention
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Impact on Syndicated Credit Agreements (cont’d.)

▪ Becomes fixed, or “static”, as of date of relevant trigger announcement, before then 

published rates will be indicative only – may be used for “early opt-in”

▪ As with ISDA, based on historical median, over 5-year lookback period, of 

difference between LIBOR for relevant tenor and corresponding compounded 

SOFR

▪ Tenor-based – match relevant interest period / payment dates

▪ Future proofed

▪ Fixed at date of relevant announcement
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Impact on Syndicated Credit Agreements (cont’d.)

▪ Early Opt-in Election – again, encourages movement away from LIBOR while it continues to be 

published 

• Initiated by either Admin. Agent or Borrower

• While comparable to early opt-in of Amendment Approach, requires at least “[five]” 

outstanding syndicated credit facilities containing SOFR-based benchmark rate

• Implementation remains subject to Borrower’s agreement

• Not triggered merely by inclusion of fallback provisions

• Spread adjustment, based on published indicative rates, in effect “floats” until regular 

trigger, at which point becomes static

▪ LSTA recommends no amendment fee for amendments solely adopt Hardwired Approach on or 

before June 30, 2021

• Incentivize transition
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Selected Issues; Final Words

• Avoid Mismatching Loan Agreements and Hedges

o Rate Floors

o LSTA’s historical analysis suggests trivial economic difference between compound v. simple SOFR, at least 

with low prevailing rates – so simple daily SOFR still hedgeable with compounded SOFR in arrears swaps

• Convention question:  Display all-in SOFR-based rates as sum of three elements – i.e., SOFR + Spread 

Adjustment + Credit Spread – or only two – i.e., SOFR + Spread?

• New York and Proposed Federal Legislation – solve continuity of contract concerns with approach based on 

ARRC hardwired fallback recommendations, applies where (i) no other contractual resolution, (ii) simple “last 

print” LIBOR would apply, or (iii) “polling” mechanism specified

• “Synthetic” LIBOR – changed methodology if no more panel bank submissions, so relevant LIBOR will be 

deemed to have ceased – e.g., 1-wk & 2 mos. USD LIBOR, ARRC recommend

• Tax concerns – Hardwired Approach encouraged for syndicated loans

• Official Sector Warnings:  Tackle the Amendment / Remediation Process Now – if you’re still evaluating 

alternative rates, “There is no more time”!  Fed’s Quarles, Oct. 5, 2021
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Resources

Alternative Reference Rates Committee:

• “An Updated User’s Guide to SOFR”, February 2021, www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2021/users-

guide-to-sofr2021-update.pdf 

• “ARRC Formally Recommends Term SOFR”, July 29, 2021, 

www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2021/ARRC_Press_Release_Term_SOFR.pdf

• “ARRC Recommendations Regarding More Robust Fallback Language for New Originations of LIBOR Syndicated Loans”, 

April 25, 2019, www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2019/Syndicated_Loan_Fallback_Language.pdf

• “ARRC Recommendations Regarding More Robust Fallback Language for New Originations of LIBOR Syndicated Loans”, 

June 30, 2020, www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2020/Updated-Final-Recommended-Language-June-

30-2020.pdf

• “ARRC Releases Summary of its Spread Adjusted Fallback Recommendations”, October 6, 2021

• “ARRC Supplemental Recommendations of Hardwired Fallback Language for LIBOR Syndicated and Bilateral Business 

Loans”, March 25, 2021 

• “SOFR ‘In Arrears’ Conventions for Syndicated Business Loans” (July 22, 2020), 

www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2020/ARRC_Press_Release_Syndicated_Loans_Conventions.pdf

• “Summary of ARRC’s LIBOR Fallback Language” (Nov. 2019), 

www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2019/LIBOR_Fallback_Language_Summary

• “Syndicated Loans:  Technical Appendices” (Aug. 27, 2020), www.newyorkfed.org/arrc/fallbacks-contract-language 
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Resources (cont’d.)

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, “SR 21-12: Answers to Frequently Asked Questions on the Transition Away 

from London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR)”, July 29, 2021, revised Nov. 19, 2021, 

www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/srletters/sr2112.htm

Helen Bartholomew, “Loan markets call for clarity on scope of US Libor ban: Regulators must address “grey areas” in 

uncommitted facilities, urge participants”, Risk.net, 25 Nov. 2021

LSTA, “The Fed Speaks…on LIBOR Transition”, Nov. 29, 2021, available at LSTA.org (may require membership)

Meredith Coffey, LSTA, “LIBOR:  The Hedge Frontier”, June 23, 2021, available at LSTA.org (may require membership)

Randall K. Quarles, Vice Chair for Supervision, Federal Reserve Board, “Goodbye to All That:  The End of LIBOR”, Oct. 5, 2021, 

www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/files/quarles20211005a.pdf

“The future of LIBOR”, Speech by Andrew Bailey, Chief Executive of the FCA, at Bloomberg London, July 27, 2017, 

www.fca.org.uk/news/speeches/the-future-of-libor

“Staff Statement on LIBOR Transition”, Securities and Exchange Commission, July 12, 2019 www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/libor-

transition

William Shaw, “LIBOR Delay Will Help More than Half of Current Exposures Expire”, Dec. 8, 2020, Bloomberg
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